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And movement 

in the darkness 

where there is  

the mythos 

to mourn 

the flames 

to enkindle 

the psychotic bane 

of night’s descent 

and movement 

to demarcate 

a presence  

of bounded corridors 

of mirrors of anonymity 

and of two figures 

irretrievably distant 

and drifting through 

a latent and undefined  

winter light 
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and a movement 

the mind creates 

“outside a corseted awareness 

the sun-glinting blood-drained reliquaries 

fall from to a saffron and rose tainted sky 

and a plutonium cloud’s blinded incinerating eye 

creates a city of dust 

beneath the exploding rogue torsos 

of quantum instability 

 and the bone throwing shaman dreams 

of dead words and hollowed out corpses 

falling into a molten steel and asphalt abyss…” 

and then      a movement 

in a desert 

in a sea of fog 

in a mind  

interpenetrating 

an apocalyptic oasis 

on a frozen tundra 

of disconsolate faces 

of desiccated souls 
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hovering above 

a Paleolithic cathedral 

and of dreams embalmed 

in alcoves of darkness 

and of incense trails 

burning libational holes 

in the sparrow hawk’s  

blackened sooty wing 
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Snow blinds the sky 

as a winter descends 

and grace notes fall 

from the viol’s broken string 

here there is the steely blemished temperament 

of the comatose prosthetic heart 

and the alcove of closeted eyes 

    staring through 

        the voiceless  
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            skeletal 

                miasma 

here the feldspar shadows 

are spineless dreams 

illumining angular sun dogs 

on roach-infested palace walls 

here the limping gravel phallus 

crawls along the stone water garden’s 

    sodden windswept edge 

and here   it is only dust 

breaking this silence of thought 

thought  

    which lapses 

    into an amorphously insentient grit 

thought  

    as some species of light 

    heretofore undefined 

thought 

    deepening the mire 

    on the bony carapace’s  

    quarried transcendence 
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thought 

    refusing to ford 

    the empirical mind’s 

    promethean threshold 

 

 

-Scherzo No.2- 

 

Dawn’s blemish 

a floating mote 

 or a stranger’s eye 

                     “it is here to interpret 

 the silence 

                     as an ocean ebbs” 

   an open expanse 

                 through a nightingale’s wing 

in the solemnity 

of the madman’s stare 

 “in this …” 

a pendulum’s cyclical nature 

a vortex 
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 retracting the optical lens 

  of malleable foci 

          hence  the loquat tree 

deep in scarlet meadows 

 the fragmentary     spires 

 tunneling through flesh 

a bridge  

dismembered 

a distance 

    infused 

 a sinewy dross 

  a corruptible vessel 

a light as Tyre falls 
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And there exists 

a gravity of mountains 

and of dungeons 

and of a dream of jackals 
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    seen as a gauzy winter’s haze 

        at a threadbare meadow’s edge 

and there exists 

the question of humanity 

and of its concrete citadels 

looming against 

a lactating firmamental sky 

yet it is unlikely 

a reality can exist here 

a reality that can define 

    inarticulate voices 

    calling through a keyholed doorway 

    presaging a death 

    to a quantum essence 

    within the collapsed atom’s core 

a reality that can define 

    this isolated instance 

    of ocular mystification 

    where an apparition of bewitched crows 

    appear above a deracinated field  

        of buried stone age kings 
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a reality that can define 

    this lifeless march of fleshly silhouettes  

    bled on the barren escarpment 

    of mortality’s nightfall shadow 

    and of the desert’s wandering hollow souls  

    lost in the arcane wilderness  

   of a steel gilded deity’s faithless troth 
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The sun 

behind a cloud 

in isolation  

a raindrop 

falling through 

the arachnid’s web 

in a corridor 

they speak 

of death 
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of nightingales 

to sing 

a dissonant fugue 

in an abyssal ocean 

a rusted sperm 

leaking from a womb 

an unconscious breath 

a disembodied space 

and the singularity 

in the atom 

in the winnowed chaff 

in the widow’s mite 

in the penurious gods  

of stone 

of cellular memory 

of mitochondrial amoebas 

of blood-red veils 

of archetypal patterns 

of ancient suns 

behind clouded eyelids 
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“We mourn the dead” 

as point of diminishment 

persisting 

to erect 

stone monuments 

and glass temples 

facing the rising sun 

“we hold the flesh” 

of unanswered questions 

a caged beast 

writhing in unconscious seas 

and ancient paper gods 

to soothe 

the heart 

throbbing in mitochondrial voids 

“we ebb into isolation” 

a descending night  

on granite stairways 
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and lines of demarcation 

scribed on a wall of sand 

and yet 

the nascent stars 

still burn (unchanged)  

through the nebula’s 

life-enveloping sheath 

and the cropped spear grass blades 

grow above 

the mud-covered bituminous sewer 

and clouds drift 

immune to the numinous fears  

of a sleeping humanity’s gloom 

and yet 

“we conceive of a life” 

framed by limitation 

and eyes that only see 

a hazy miasma 

obscuring the sky 

and limbs which till 

the seared-earth furrows 
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leaving wounds of a muck-rake’s 

scarring resonance 
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A sentience of crows 

felt as movement 

through a glass doorway 

an evening light 

through lattice slats 

isolated footfall 

in a stairwell’s void  

a wind shifting 

the orchid 

entangled in a briar patch 

and then      the unseen 

Paleolithic dead zones 

buried beneath 

the deep ocean’s abyssal plain 
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“it was here 

we thought of ourselves” 

as eyeless entities 

observing 

the intricate workings 

of a greater mind 

a mind 

    immune  

    to 

    the  

    diurnal 

    machinations  

    of 

    plastic  

    faces 

    lost  

    in  

    spatial  

    discord 

a mind 

    resurrecting 
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    primordial  

    light 

    from  

    the  

    dimensional 

    recesses  

    of 

    a  

    cosmic  

    divide 

a mind 

    unlike 

    the 

    entropic 

    whirlwind  

    spinning 

    within 

    the  

    atom’s  

    core 
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“it was here 

we thought of ourselves” 

as fleshly vessels 

entombed by the fears 

of transparent eyes 

seeing   the fate of glass houses 

vulnerable beneath 

the constellating thunderstorm’s approach 

    when  

    the mind absorbs 

    the dust of death 

    and the heart breaks 

    its belief 

    in the light 

    of abstraction’s eschatological crutch 

           when  

           a life-force energy 

           abandons its intrinsic domain 

           leaving the moth 

           a dried husk 

           in the corner 
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           of a wooden sill 

                    and when  

                     the newborn infant 

                     answers the martyred god-man’s 

                     bloodletting plea 

                     for daylight to descend 

                     and thread its skein 

                     of infinite sentience 

                     into the myriad forms 

                     life inhabits 

                     and into the cyclical  

                     nature infusing all 

                     that is  
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